Asset Management Policy
Intent
The Assetlink Group (“Assetlink”) incorporating Assetlink Services Pty Limited, AssetFuture Pty
Limited and AssetProjects Pty Ltd is committed to maximising the value of their assets while
continuously delivering a high level of service, aligning with customer expectations.

Principles
Assetlink strives for continual improvement of their asset management system to realise value from
assets while balancing financial, health and safety, environmental and social costs, risk, quality of
service and performance related to assets.

RACI
Responsible

Implementation of this policy is the responsibility of all Assetlink team members.
The responsibility for the maintenance and communication of this policy sits with the
Chief Financial Officer.

Accountable

The final authority for this policy lies with the Managing Director.

Consulted

When making changes to this policy a consultation should be carried out with the
executive and senior management teams.

Informed

All changes to this policy should be communicated to all team members and
relevant stakeholders.

Operation and Incidence
Assetlink regards the responsible management of their assets as essential to the effectiveness of the
Integrated Management System, the quality of service and the achievement of the Group’s strategic
objectives.
To ensure Assetlink’s objectives are achieved and maintained, the Group has adopted the following
strategy:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Implementation of an Asset Management System based on ISO 55001.
Establishing asset management objectives considering customer, stakeholder and regulatory
requirements aligned with the Group’s strategic objectives.
Continual evaluation and effective management of short and long-term effects, expenditures and
performance to improve the sustainability of Assetlink and its operations.
Effective and efficient management of assets in order to extend an asset’s expected useful life
and prolong performance.
Compliance to legal, statutory and regulatory requirements and asset management standards.
Applying a risk management approach to improve decision making and to effectively balance
financial, service, health and safety, and environmental performance and opportunities.
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